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Case Report
Impingement as a Mechanism of Dissociation of a
Metasul Metal-on-Metal Liner
Aamer Malik, MD, Lawrence D. Dorr, MD, and William T. Long, MD
Abstract: This case report is of a patient with disassociation of the acetabular cup
liner caused by impingement. The cup inclination (39°) and anteversion (24°) were
good as measured by computer navigation. Impingement occurred because the
head-neck ratio was 2.0, and the hip length and offset were short by one head
length. Successful revision without intraoperative impingement was accomplished
with one size head larger (32 mm; head-neck ratio, 2.3) and one size longer to
correct hip length and offset. Key words: impingement, metasul, total hip,
dissociation, acetabulum.
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Impingement has been identified as a cause of
failure from retrieval studies [1-4]. It has been
directly associated with dislocation and wear [5-7],
and liner dissociation has been indirectly implicated
[8]. Impingement of the metal neck on the cup may
be caused by inadequate cup position including
excessively lateralized or horizontal cups [9-11],
inadequate combined anteversion between the stem
and cup [12-15], and poor implant designs such as a
skirted femoral heads or chamferless rims of the
liner [5,16,17]. Even with optimal design features
and correctly positioned implants, some patients
experience impingement because of greater than
average range of motion or pelvic tilt variations
[5,6,18,19].
With suboptimal implant position in a metal-on-

polyethylene bearing surface, metal neck impinge-
ment can cause wear on the polyethylene until a
groove is worn to accommodate the neck [4,5]. The
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metal bearing surface on the Metasul metal-on-
metal liner (Sulzer, Winterthur, Switzerland) acts as
a more rigid interface as compared to polyethylene,
and when impingement occurs, it may have a
higher risk for dissociation. We will present a case
report on the relation between impingement of the
metal neck and the Metasul metal-on-metal liner
leading to liner dissociation.
Case Report

A 59-year-old female patient underwent cement-
less total hip arthroplasty in December 1999 with an
Interop cup, Metasul metal-on-metal insert (Sulzer,
Winterthur, Switzerland) and an Anatomic Porous
Replacement stem (APR; Zimmer, Warsaw, Indi-
ana) for advanced arthritis secondary to congenital
dysplasia. The right hip acetabular component was
revised in May 2001 because of a loose recalled
Interop cup. She was revised with an APR cup
(Centerpulse, Austin, Texas) size 53-mm and a
28-mm Metasul liner with the corresponding
28-mm femoral head. In January 2007, on bending
to pick an object from a low shelf, she experienced a
metallic click and popping sound in her hip that
caused some minor discomfort. The following day,
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ig. 2. Retrieved Metasul liner with evidence of non-
ircumferential damage to the polyethylene rim in relation
o impingement.
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she presented for radiographic examination that
showed dissociation of the Metasul liner from the
acetabular shell (Fig. 1). The cup and the stem
radiographically were well fixed.
Preoperative radiographic cup position was 45°

inclination and 25.4° anteversion [20,21]. At sur-
gery, the cup was found to be well fixed; impinge-
ment had deformed the polyethylene component of
the liner significantly but not the metal liner of the
Metasul bearing (Fig. 2). Imageless navigation
measured cup position as 39° of inclination and
24° of anteversion. The stem was found to be well
fixed and was not revised. We could not confirm the
exact location and orientation at which impinge-
ment occurred in the acetabulum because the liner
was dissociated. Significant synovitis and metallosis
of hip tissue was found secondary to impingement
metal debris; it was greater than the metallosis
found on revision of metal-on-metal hips with
normal wear patterns [22,23]. The pathologic report
confirmed a granulomatous reaction of the synovial
and soft tissue secondary to metal debris, which has
been previously described secondary to impinge-
ment in metal-on-metal surfaces [24-26].
A hooded 32 × 53-mm Durasul liner (Zimmer,

Warsaw, Indiana) was cemented into the cup with
the apex of the hood at 8:00 o'clock, and the hood
was adjacent to the ischial bone. The backside of the
liner was roughened using a power burr as was the
inside of the smooth metal shell using a carbide burr
(Anspach Effort, Palm Beach Gardens, Florida)
[27,28]. A 32-mm modular head that was 4 mm
longer than the 28-mmhead that had been removed
Fig. 1. Anteroposterior radiograph of the hip. For the right
hip, the cups' radiographic inclination is 45° and antever-
sion is 25.4°; it ismedialized and correctly covered by bone.
There are no signs of loosening of the cup or the stem. The
dissociatedMetasul liner can be observed inferior medially
with the femoral head eccentrically displaced.
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was used. No impingement was palpable at the
extremes of motion.

Discussion

Impingement with THR may be as high as 48% to
60%, as seen in retrieved implants [1-4]. There is a
documented increase in dislocation, wear, and
implant fracture with impingement [3,7,29-32],
but the relationship between impingement and
liner dissociation is not clearly documented. We
previously reported impingement of a Metasul liner
and APR stem as identified radiographically by a
notch in the femoral neck but without dissociation
[24]. To date, no imaging technique that evaluates
impingement as a dynamic process is available. For
ig. 3. Modification in design of the Metasul insert from
he retrieved liner whose inlay was flush with the
olyethylene on the left and the new design with a
hamfered bore and a buried inlay reducing the risk of
pingement on the right.
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the Metasul metal-on-metal implant, there are
published data of spontaneous dissociation of the
metal inlay from the polyethylene cup, without
evidence of impingement [33]. Dissociation of a
Metasul liner has also been previously reported, but
the mechanism causing this dissociation was not
identified [26].
Impingement in this patient occurred because of

implant design and the biomechanical reconstruc-
tion of the hip. The hip length and offset of the
reconstruction that failed were one head length
short as observed at revision. In addition, the head-
neck ratio with the 12/14 taper neck and 28-mm
head was 2.0, and ratios of 2.0 or less have been
reported to increase the risk of impingement [3].
The cup position was optimal, and the cup was well
covered by bone (Fig. 1). The low head-neck ratio
and reduced length and offset led to impingement
of the metal neck against the prominent metal rim
of the inlay and polyethylene of the Metasul liner
[5,10].
Impingement was corrected in this patient by one

longer head length, a 32-mm head (which increased
the head-neck ratio to 2.3), and a Durasul liner with a
chamfered polyethylene rim. Chamfering the poly-
ethylene liner increases impingement-free range of
motion [5,17,34]. The Metasul liner that failed in this
report has been redesigned to have a buried metal
inlay in a chamfered polyethylene rim (Fig. 3).
We propose that when impingement occurs with

the more rigid Metasul liners, the repeated cyclic
stresses create an external load challenge that is
ultimately more likely to result in failure of the
locking mechanism and dissociation. If dissociation
does not occur, the repetitive impingement load
could increase loosening of noncemented cups at
the implant bone interface [35]. However, this has
not been seen in our reported series or that of others
[24,26].
This report highlights the use of computer

navigation at revision hip surgery for objectively
assessing intraoperative component position. The
surgeon's judgment is aided by quantitative values
of cup position. Cup anteversion is especially
difficult to judge and can be influenced by the tilt
of the pelvis [18,19]. Knowledge of quantitative cup
position intraoperatively facilitates the decision
whether to revise the cup because of malposition,
to avoid impingement. In this patient with a good
cup position, we could use a larger femoral head and
one longer head length and eliminate impingement.
The patient reports the current hip arthroplasty has
no discomfort, whereas the previous one did have
discomfort and weakness in activities such as lifting
her leg into bed.
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